We discuss an extension of the Lattice Boltzmann method which may prove useful for the numerical study of electron transport in semiconductors.
INTRODUCTION
Lattice-gas (LG) models obeying cellular automata rules and the related Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) technique have known a rapid expansion in the recent years mostly in connection with the simulation of complex hydrodynamic phenomena [1, 2, 3, 4] The driving force behind these methods is their outstanding amenability to parallel processing which stems from the extreme space-time locality of cellular automata rules. So far, LG and LB methods have been directed chiefly to the investigation of hydrodynamic problems. However, in the recent years, extensions of the LB method have been developed which are capable of handling several generalizations of the Navier-Stokes equations, including transport of passive scalars, and flows with thermal and chemical effects. Precisely in this spirit of "generalized" hydrodynamics, we present here an extension of the LB model which accounts for the generalized hydrodynamic equations describing the motion of hot electrons in semiconductors. 137 
THE LATTICE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method is based on the following finite-difference kinetic equation [5] : b Ni(Xk -k-Cik,t -t-1) Ni(x,t) 2ij(Nj N q) (1) j=l where N represent particle populations moving along the direction identified by the discrete speed cik, denoting the propagation direction and k runs over the spatial dimension, f2ij is the scattering matrix mediating two-body collisions between state and j and N q are local equilibrium populations. The large-scale limit of the equation (1) is shown to converge to the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics, provided the following mass and momentum conservation laws
In addition, in order to recover isotropy at the macroscopic level, the set of discrete speeds must ensure isotropy of the fourth order tensor Tijkl cicf?kC l.
This latter condition places rather restrictive requirements on the class of lattices suitable to hydrodynamic purposes.
The derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations formally proceeds by contracting over the discrete speeds degrees of freedom so as to generate evolution equation for the moments of the discrete distribution function N i. These equations are then closed via the usual assumption of weak departures from smoothly varying thermodynamic equilibria. A sensible choice of the local equilibrium distribution function is also instrumental to achieve the correct hydrodynamic equations. A suitable choice is a local maxwellian expanded to 2nd order in the Mach number: 9 N q (1 + 2CikMk + "QiklMkMl) (3) where M =-u#/cs, c s being the sound speed and Oikl ikil-Cs2kl is the projector along the i-th propagation direction.
On the analytical side one can prove a global Htheorem which guarantees numerical stability in the linear regime (flow speed u << Cs) provided the spectrum of f2ij be confined within the strip -2 < L < 0.
HYDRODYNAMIC SEMICONDUCTOR EQUATIONS (HSE)
In the recent years, hydrodynamical models [6, 7, 8] describing carrier flow in semiconductor devices have attracted considerable attention as an alternative tool to kinetic theory to describe carrier flow in semiconductor devices. In this paper, we shall restrict our attention to the hydrodynamic model proposed by Anile and coworkers [9] .
The one-dimensional field equations read as fol-
),pu + )x(pu2) -epE (oT) J/Zp + xVOxpU (5) tW + )x(Wu) -epuE )(puT) + In the following, we shall deal with the problem of finding an appropriate LB scheme yielding the eqs. (4) (5) (6) in the large-scale limit.
GENERALIZED HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS (GHE)
Since the GHE's do involve energy as a dynamic variable, the corresponding LB scheme must necessarily cater for at least two energy levels Ei mic. The minimal choice is the following 4-state (2-energy) discrete-speed scheme:
Ci--4-1, mi--1, i: 1,2 (Ei--1)
Ci--4-2, mi--m, i= 3,4 (Ei--4m)
This discrete set gives rise to the following definition of temperature T--91c + 92 9 ---c22 (9) where 91 (N! Clearly a i, b describe "elastic" collisions among particles with the same energy, while c,d are associated with "inelastic" cross-energy collisions. The latter are responsible for temperature evolution since they change 91, 92 separately, while leaving the total density 9 91 + 92 unchanged. The next step is to identify the eigenvectors values of the collision matrix which generate the hydrodynamic fields 9, J, W in compliance with the GHE's. Using the mass ratio rn as a free parameter, some algebra yields the following orthogonal set of eigenvectors (scalar products being weighted with the array m (1, 1, m, m). V/(1)-1i--(1,1,1,1)" V/(2) -ci-(1,-1,2,-2)" (11) V/(3) c/2 2 (-1,-1,2,2)" 1//(4) Ci(C2i 3) (--2,2,2,--2) ( +5-where T '= T-T e is the temperature fluctuation This is "almost" the correct energy equation, with a Baccarani-Wordeman type of collisional relaxation, a detailed definition of "almost" to be clarified in the sequel.
Let us now discuss how to model the effects specific to the physics of semiconductors: the presence of an external electric field and collisional relaxation.
Electric field effects are readily incorporated by adding a suitable forcing term F to the rhs of eq. ,3X -1
The first two conditions both subsume the same assumption of weak-compressibility which lies at very heart of the LBE theory. In this respect, they don't set any further limitation beyond those currently accepted for usual fluid dynamics purposes. The third condition restricts the applicability of the model to situations where energy and momentum relax on the same time scale, this time scale being also the one controlling the thermal conductivity.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
We have presented a minimal extended Lattice-Boltzmann scheme catering for the inclusion of the physical effects required to model the behaviour of hot electrons in semiconductor devices: the presence of an external electric field and local relaxation due to electron collisions with the phononic background. Owing to its minimality, the scheme doesn't allow for more than two independent time scales. Once these are chosen so as to control the momentum and energy diffusivity, no additional degrees of freedom are available to describe collisional relaxation of momentum and energy independently. This limitation shouldn't bear any fundamental character, and can possibly be lifted by enlarging the set of discrete speeds.
A more fundamental limitation, which is shared with "plain" LBE schemes, is that the model only operates for weakly co.mpressible flows characterized by Mach numbers well below one.
In view of such a limitation the scheme might prove viable only for the description of the bulk flow dynamics, while regions of strong heterogeneity are likely to call for more sophisticated schemes involving more speeds and/or a non-uniform grid discretization. A careful investigation of this issue is currently underway.
